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We give two equivalent analytic continuations of the Minakshisundaram]Pleijel
 .zeta function z z for a Riemannian symmetric space of the compact type ofUr K
rank one UrK. First we prove that z can be written asUr K
z z s eip  zyN r2.V z z q F z , .  .  .Ur K Ur K G r K
 .where N s dim UrK, V is the volume of UrK, z z is the local zetaUr K G r K
 .  .function for GrK the noncompact symmetric space dual to UrK , and F z is an
  ..analytic function which is given explicitly as a contour integral cf. Eq. 4.11 . To
 .prove the above formula we use a relation first noticed by Vretare between the
scalar degeneracies of the Laplacian on UrK and the Plancherel measure on
 .GrK. The second expression we obtain for z z is in terms of a series ofUr K
 .  .   ..generalized Riemann zeta functions z z, q cf. Eq. 5.9 . The doubly connectedR
case of real projective spaces is also discussed. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let M be a compact smooth N-dimensional Riemannian manifold
without boundary, and let D be the Laplace]Beltrami operator acting on
2 .scalars. The spectrum of D is discrete and we can choose in L M an
 4orthonormal basis f of eigenfunctions of D, satisfyingj
Df s yv f ,j j j
 :f , f ' f f dx s d ,Hi j i j i j
M
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N’where dx s g d x is the Riemannian measure. The eigenvalues can be
ordered according to
0 s v - v F v F . . . ,0 1 2
where the ``equals'' account for the multiplicity d of a given v . Wej j
assume that M is connected so that d s 1, since the eigenfunctions with0
.v s 0 are just the constants on a compact, connected manifold.
 . tDThe heat kernel K x, y, t is the integral kernel of the operator e ,
t ) 0. It satisfies the heat equation
­
y q D K x , y , t s 0, .x /­ t
with the initial condition
lim K x , y , t f y dy s f x , .  .  .Hqtª0 M
 w x.for any smooth function f. It is well known see, e.g., 1 that K exists, is
unique, and admits the eigenfunction expansion
yt v jK x , y , t s f x f y e . .  .  . j j
j
 .The partition function Z t is the integral over M of the ``coincidence
 .limit'' K x, x, t of the heat kernel. Using the orthonormality of the
eigenfunctions we find
Z t s K x , x , t dx s eyt v j . .  . H
M j
  . w x .Note here that Z t is called the ``zeta function'' in 2 .
 . qK x, x, t has an asymptotic expansion for t ª 0 of the form
`
yNr2 n qK x , x , t ; 4p t a x t , t ª 0 1.1 .  .  .  . n
ns0
Although the eigenvalues and the heat kernel of D carry global informa-
 .tion, the functions a x are determined by the local geometry of M. Theyn
can be recursively calculated in terms of the curvature and its covariant
 w x.derivatives see 1 .
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The asymptotic expansion of the partition function for t ª 0q is
`
yNr2 n qZ t ; 4p t u t , t ª 0 , .  .  n
ns0
where the numbers
u ' a x dx 1.2 .  .Hn n
M
are Riemannian invariants.
Let z be a complex variable. The z-function of M is defined by
z z s vyz . 1.3 .  . j
j/0
It is related to the partition function by a Mellin transform,
`1
zy1z z s Z t y 1 t dt , .  .H
G z . 0
 .where G is the usual gamma function. The series 1.3 converges absolutely
for Re z ) Nr2 and it is defined by meromorphic continuation for the
other values of z.
The analytic structure of the zeta function was first investigated by
w xMinakshisundaram and Pleijel 12 using the asymptotic expansion of the
 .heat kernel. Their result is that z z can be continued to a meromorphic
function with simple poles on the real line at
N
z s y n , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , `, N odd, 1.4 .n 2
N N
z s y n , 0 F n F y 1, N even, 1.5 .n 2 2
and residues
un
<res z z s . 1.6 .  .zn Nr24p G Nr2 y n .  .
Moreover for N odd
z 0 s y1, z yn s 0, n s 1, 2, . . . , 1.7 .  .  .
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while for N even
nyNr2 yNr2
z 0 s 4p u y 1, z yn s y1 n! 4p u , .  .  .  .  .Nr2 Nr2qn
n s 1, 2, . . . . 1.8 .
 .The term ``1'' in z 0 is just the multiplicity d of the zero eigenvalue.0
Little is known, however, about the exact form of the zeta function. The
problem is that given a manifold with non-trivial topology the spectrum
and the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian are difficult to calculate in closed
form. The situation improves if the manifold has some symmetries. If a
 .group G acts transitively on M i.e., M is a homogeneous space and if the
metric on M is invariant under G, it may be possible to determine the
spectral decomposition of D by a group-theoretic approach.
 .In this paper we study the zeta function z z for a RiemannianUr K
symmetric space of the compact type of rank one UrK. We first derive in
. Section 2 the multiplicities of the Laplacian on UrK using a relation see
w x.10, 13 between these multiplicities and the spherical Plancherel measure
on the noncompact dual space GrK. This method gives a unified formula
for all spaces and it is more efficient than the case-by-case calculation
w xperformed in 2 using the Weyl dimension formula. On the other hand the
relation between the degeneracies and the Plancherel measure suggests
 .how to obtain the meromorphic continuation of z z by means ofUr K
complex contours. This is considered in Sections 3 and 4 for the simply
.connected even and odd dimensional spaces, respectively. We shall prove
a relation of the form
z z s eip  zyNr2.V z z q F z 1.9 .  .  .  .Ur K Ur K G r K
 .between the compact zeta function and the noncompact local one
 .  .z z . The function F z is analytic in the z-plane and will be given as aG r K
  ..contour integral see 4.11 .
 .In Section 5 we give an equivalent analytic continuation of z z inUr K
terms of series of Riemann zeta functions. Finally in Section 6 we treat the
doubly connected case of real projective spaces.
Most of the literature on the Minakshisundaram]Pleijel zeta function
for symmetric spaces has concentrated on the compact locally symmetric
spaces of negative curvature G _ GrK, where G is a co-compact torsion-
 w x .free discrete subgroup of G see, e.g., 14 for a recent review . In
w x  .particular in 14 the analytic continuation of the zeta function z zG _G r K
for compact quotients G _ GrK of rank one is made explicit. The local
zeta function for GrK is, up to the volume, just the first and simplest term
 .  .  .in z z . This is analogous to 1.9 . The remaining terms in z zG _G r K G _G r K
carry global information and cannot be related to the corresponding terms
 .   .  ..in z z i.e., F z in 1.9 in a simple way.Ur K
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 .  .The fact that both z z and z z contain a term proportionalUr K G _G r K
 .to z z is a consequence of the so-called proportionality principle,G r K
asserting the proportionality of the coefficients in the asymptotic expan-
sion of the heat kernel on UrK and on G _ GrK. This principle was
w xestablished in 3 in the more general context of vector bundles over
symmetric spaces.
The Minakshisundaram]Pleijel coefficients for rank-one symmetric
w xspaces were calculated in 2 . The Minakshisundaram]Pleijel coefficients
for vector bundles over compact quotients G _ GrK of rank one were
w xcomputed in 11 . The zeta functions for the bundles of p-forms and
symmetric traceless tensors over spheres and real hyperbolic spaces were
w xstudied in 4, 5 .
2. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE PLANCHEREL
MEASURE ON G r K AND THE DEGENERACIES OF
THE LAPLACIAN ON U r K
The rank-one symmetric spaces have at most two positive restricted
roots, b with multiplicity m , and the half-root br2 with multiplicityb
m . In Table I we give a complete list of both the compact spaces UrKbr2
and the noncompact dual spaces GrK, including the multiplicities of the
roots.
 .In Table I the superscripts denote the real dimension N of the space,
which is related to the root multiplicities by
N ' dim UrK s m q m q 1. 2.1 .b b r2
The spaces are all simply connected, except for the real projective spaces
n .P R . In this section we take UrK simply connected.
TABLE I
 .Rank-One Symmetric Spaces n s 2, 3, . . .
UrK GrK m mb b r2
n n .  .  .  .  .S s SO n q 1 rSO n H R s SO n, 1 rSO n n y 1 00
n .  .  .P R s SO n q 1 rO n n y 1 0
2 n 2 n .  .  .  .  .P C s SU n q 1 r H C s SU n, 1 r 1 2 n y 1
  .  ..   .  ..S U n = U 1 S U n = U 1
4 n 4 n .  .  .  .  .P H s Sp n q 1 r H H s Sp n, 1 r 3 4 n y 1
 .  .  .  .Sp n = Sp 1 Sp n = Sp 1
16 16 C .  .  .  .P Cay s F rSO 9 H Cay s F rSO 9 7 84 4
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5 5We normalize the metric so that the norm of the root b is b s 1.
This implies that the diameter L of UrK is equal to p . In general L is
5 5 5 5 wrelated to b by L s pr b , see 8, Chap. VII, Proposition 10.2 and
x .Theorem 11.2 . Define the quantity r by
1 1 1
r s m q m s N q m y 1 . 2.2 . .b b r2 b /2 2 4
This is the norm of half the sum of the positive roots counted with
.multiplicity.
Harmonic analysis on the noncompact spaces GrK is well developed.
For l g C and x g GrK we have the spherical functions
N d x .
2f x s F il q r , yil q r , , ysinh , 2.3 .  .l  / /2 2
 .  .  .where F a, b, c, z is the hypergeometric function and d x ' d x , x is0
 wthe Riemannian distance between x and the origin x s eK. See 9, p.0
x  :  .484 ; in our notation 2a s b , a s ar a , a s 2b , a log h s0
 .  .   . .  : .b log h r2 s d x r2 for x s exp h x , and il, a is simply 2 il.0 0
The f are the K-invariant eigenfunctions of the radial Laplacianl
 .normalized by f x s 1. For Im l - 0 we havel 0
lim eyilqr .d x .f x s C l , .  .l
 .d x ªq`
 .  .where C l is the Harish]Chandra function. From 2.3 we calculate
22 ry2 ilG Nr2 G 2 il .  .
C l s . 2.4 .  .
G il q r G il q 1r2 q 1r4 m .  . .br2
 w  .  . x .  .See 9, Eqs. 43 and 44 , p. 447 . Note the normalization C yir s 1.
<  . <y2For l g R the function C l appears in the inversion formula for
 w x.the spherical transform on GrK see 9, Theorem 7.5, p. 454 , and it is
proportional to the group-theoretic Plancherel measure associated with
the unitary spherical principal series representations of G. For l g C put
y1
m l ' C l C yl . 2.5 .  .  .  .
 . <  . <y2  .Then m l s C l for l g R. We call the function m l the
 .``Plancherel measure.'' The analytic structure of m l is easily investigated
 .  . from Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.5 . For the odd-dimensional real hyperbolic spaces i.e.,
.  .in the split-rank case , m l is just a polynomial in l. In the remaining
 .cases N is even and m l is a meromorphic function with simple poles on
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the imaginary axis at
l s "i n q r , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , `. 2.6 .  .
We have the following relation between the multiplicities d of then
 . w xLaplacian on UrK and the Plancherel measure m l on GrK 10, 13 ,
m i n q r . .
d s , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , `, 2.7 .n m ir .
where for N even the right-hand side means the ratio of the residues of
 .  .  .m l at l s i n q r and l s ir. Formula 2.7 generalizes to arbitrary
w xdual Riemannian symmetric spaces UrK y GrK, see 10, p. 337 . It also
t Ã .generalizes to the homogeneous vector bundles E t g K over UrK y
 .GrK. The analog of 2.7 for the bundles of p-forms and symmetric
N N . w xtraceless tensors over S y H R was established in 4, 5 , where the zeta
functions for these fields were also studied.
 .  .  .Using Eqs. 2.4 , 2.5 , and 2.7 we obtain the following expression
for d :n
2 n q r G n q 2 r G m q 1 r2 G n q Nr2 .  .  . . .b
d s . 2.8 .n n!G 2 r q 1 G Nr2 G n q m q 1 r2 .  .  . .b
From the explicit values of the root multiplicities given in Table I, one can
check that the above values of d coincide with the ones calculated byn
w xCahn and Wolf 2 by using the Weyl dimension formula for the spherical
representations of U with respect to K.
 .The heat kernels on UrK and GrK with one point at the origin can
be expanded in terms of the spherical functions for the noncompact
w x.spaces see 6, Proposition 3.1 :
`1
yt v nK x , x , t s d f x e , 2.9 .  .  .Ur K 0 n nVUr K ns0
q` 2 2yt l qr .K x , x , t s c dlm l f x e . 2.10 .  .  .  .HG r K 0 N l
0
Here V is the volume of UrK and c ) 0 is a normalization constant.Ur K N
The eigenvalues yv of D on UrK are given byn
2 2v s n q r y r , n s 0, 1, . . . , `. .n
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The spherical functions f on UrK may be obtained from the f byn l
 .  .  .letting l ª yi n q r and d x ª id x , i.e.,
N d x .
2f x s F n q 2 r , yn , , sin .n  / /2 2
n!G Nr2 .
Nr2y1, m y1.r2.bs P cos d x , 2.11 .  . . .nG n q Nr2 .
a, b. .  w  . x .where P z is a Jacobi polynomial. See 9, Eq. 26 , p. 543 .n
In our normalization V and c are given asUr K N
G m q 1 r2 . .bN Nr2V s 2 p , 2.12 .Ur K
G N q m q 1 r2 . .b
N
m y2 yNr2y1bc s 2 G p . 2.13 .N  /2
  .N If the diameter L of UrK is not normalized to p , a factor Lrp resp.
 .N .  .   ..prL must be inserted in the right-hand side of 2.12 resp. 2.13 .
w x .Compare 1, p. 112 , where L s pr2. In this paper we study the zeta
function of UrK given by
` dn
z z s . 2.14 .  . zUr K 2 2ns1 n q r y r .
It will be convenient to define a ``noncompact'' zeta function z asG r K
 .  . the Mellin transform of K x, x, t s K x , x , t this equalityG r K G r K 0 0
.follows from the homogeneity of GrK :
q`1
zy1z z s K x , x , t t dt. .  .HG r K G r K 0 0G z . 0
 .From 2.10 we obtain for Re z ) Nr2
q` m l dl .
z z s c . 2.15 .  .H zG r K N 2 20 l q r .
 .The integral in 2.15 converges only for Re z ) Nr2. This is clear from
 .the asymptotic behavior of m l for R 2 l ª q`,
m l ; lNy1 , l ª q`, .
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 .  .  .which follows from the definition 2.5 and from 2.4 . Using 2.7 we have
similarly
d ; nNy1 , n ª q`,n
 .and therefore also the series 2.14 converges only for Re z ) Nr2. Our
aim is to give the analytic continuation of z to the left semiplaneUr K
Re z F Nr2. The strategy will be to deform the contour of integration in
 .  .the complex l-plane in 2.15 in order to take into account 2.7 . Once
 .1.9 is obtained, the meromorphic continuation of z will follow fromUr K
that of z , which is easy to derive.G r K
3. THE EVEN-DIMENSIONAL CASE
The even- and odd-dimensional cases need a separate discussion as the
Plancherel measures have different analytic properties in the two cases. In
this section we take N even and UrK simply connected. From Table I and
 .2.1 we see that this includes all compact rank-one symmetric spaces
N N .except S , N odd, and P R , any N.
Consider for Re z ) Nr2 the integral
m l dl .
I s 3.1 .E z2 2G yl y r .
over the contour G shown in Fig. 1. We define the phase by letting
yi u  2 2 . z < 2 2 < zl y ir s ire , so that yl y r s y l y r on the segment
w x  .ir, qi` where u s 0 . The integrand has two branch points at l s "ir.
The cuts are chosen to run from ir to ir y `, and from yir to yir q `.
 .The contour G is a rectangle of vertices yR, R, R q iR, yR q iR de-
formed around the cut at ir to the contour g consisting of a small
w  .semicircle of radius e centered at ir and of the segments i r q e y
 .x w  .  . xR, i r q e , i r y e , i r y e y R . The integrand in I is analytic in-
 .   ..side G except for the simple poles of m l on the imaginary axis cf. 2.6 .
The point iR lies between consecutive poles, i.e.,
r q j q 1 - R - r q j q 2, j s 0, 1, . . . . 3.2 .
By applying the residue theorem we obtain
jq1 <res m l . lsinqr .
I s 2p i . 3.3 . z2 2ns1 n q r y r . .
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FIGURE 1
Consider now the limit R, j ª `. As long as Re z ) Nr2 the integrals
over the sides of G other than the real line and g tend to zero in this limit.
 .  .To see this define p l to be the polynomial part of m l . More precisely
 .we define p l through the relations
m l s p coth pl p l , for H N C , N s 4, 8, 12, . . . , 3.4 .  .  .  .  .
m l s p tanh pl p l , otherwise. 3.5 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .From Eqs. 2.5 and 2.4 we calculate the following expressions of p l in
each case.
N .H R , N even,
 .Ny3 r2l
2 2p l s l q j 3.6 .  . .2Ny2 js1r22 G Nr2 .
 .for N s 2 the product is omitted ;
N .H C , N s 4, 8, 12, . . . ,
3 Nr4y1l 22 2p l s l q j 3.7 .  . .2Ny2 js12 G Nr2 . .
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 .for N s 4 the product is omitted ;
N .H C , N s 2, 6, 10, . . . ,
Nr4y1l 22 2p l s l q j 3.8 .  . .2Ny2 js1r22 G Nr2 . .
 2 .for N s 2 the product is omitted and we get the previous result for H R ,
2 . 2 ..in view of the isomorphism H C s H R ;
N .H H , N s 4, 8, . . . ,
22  .Ny6 r4l l q N y 2 r4 . . 22 2p l s l q j , 3.9 .  . .2N js1r22 G Nr2 . .
for N s 4 the product is omitted and we get the previous result for
4 . 4 .. 16  .H R s H H ; finally for H Cay we get
1 81 49 25
2 2 2p l s l l q l q l q . 2  /  /  /20 4 4 42 G 8 . .
=
2 29 1
2 2l q l q . 3.10 . /  /4 4
 .From these equations we see that p l is always a polynomial in l of
 .  .  .order N y 1 . Notice that p yl s yp l .
 .  .Now the functions tanh pl and coth pl are bounded over the sides of
 .G other than the real line . Therefore the leading terms of the integrals
over these sides behave like 1rR2 Re zyN and approach zero if Re z ) Nr2.
 .  .Taking the limit R ª ` in 3.1 , using 3.3 , and observing that
< <res m l s d res m l 3.11 .  .  .inqr . i rn
  ..cf. 2.7 , we obtain
q` m l dl m l dl .  .
2 qH Hz z2 2 2 20 gl q r l q r .  .
` dnyip z <s e 2p i res m l . 3.12 .  .i r z2 2ns1 n q r y r .
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  ..The sum on the right-hand side is just the z-function on UrK see 2.14 .
 .On the other hand the first integral on the left-hand side of 3.12 is
 .  .proportional to z z given in Eq. 2.15 . A simple calculation usingG r K
 .  .2.5 and 2.4 gives
y1Nr2<res m l s y1 p ic V , 3.13 .  .  .lsi r N Ur K
 .  .where V and c are given by 2.12 and 2.13 .Ur K N
 .  .  .  .Using Eqs. 2.14 , 2.15 , and 3.13 we can rewrite Eq. 3.12 in the
following way:
1 m l dl .
ip  zyNr2.z z s e V z z q c . .  . H zJUr K Ur K G r K N 2 2 /2 g l q r .
 .  .To simplify this expression further we use 3.4 ] 3.5 and the identities
2
tanh pl s y1 q , 3.14 .  .y2 pl1 q e
2
coth pl s y1 q , 3.15 .  .y2 pl1 y e
 .  .in the integral over g , and show that the term ``y1'' in 3.14 and 3.15
gives no contribution, i.e.,
p l dl N .
s 0, Re z ) . 3.16 .H z2 2 2g l q r .
 .  2In order to see this consider for Re z ) Nr2 the integral of p l r l q
2 . z  .r over the contour G. Since p l is odd, the integral over the real line
vanishes and the integrals over the sides of the rectangle again approach
zero as R ª `. Since the integrand is analytic and has no poles inside the
contour G, the integral over the remaining part g must vanish. This
 .establishes Eq. 3.16 .
 .We thus obtain the following expression for z z ,Ur K
p l dl .
ip  zyNr2.z z s e V z z q p c , .  . H zUr K Ur K G r K N y2pl 2 2 /g 1 " e l q r .  .
3.17 .
N .where the y sign is for UrK s P C , N s 4, 8, . . . , and the q sign is for
 .all remaining spaces N even, UrK simply connected . The second term in
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 .the right-hand side of 3.17 is analytic ;z and it may be identified with
 .  .F z in Eq. 1.9 .
For Re z - 0 it is possible to obtain a simpler expression for the integral
 .over g in 3.17 . Consider the integral over the semicircle around the point
ir. By letting l y ir s ie eyi u we see that as e ª 0 this integral behaves
as eyRe z. Thus, if Re z - 0 the contour g can be contracted to run along
the edges of the cut and there is no contribution from the semicircle. By
using the phases
3¡yz ip zr e below u s p /yz 2yz i zuyp r2. ~l y ir s r e s .
p
yz yip zr e above u s y ,¢  /2
we obtain
p l dl .
lim H zy2pl 2 2eª0 g 1 " e l q r .  .
p l dl .iry`yip zs 2 ie sin p z 3.18 .  .H zy2pl 2 2ir 1 " e l q r .  .
q` p ir y y dy .yip zs y2 ie sin p z , .H z22p  yyi r . 20 w x1 " e y y ir q r .
Re z - 0. 3.19 .
 . y2 p i r   .Here the signs " are as in 3.17 . By noting that e s .1 use 2.2
. w 2p  yyi r .x w 2p y x  .and Table I , we can replace 1 " e by 1 y e in 3.19 . It
 .  .  .follows from 3.18 ] 3.19 that the integral over g in 3.17 vanishes for
z s y1, y2, . . . .
In order to find the analytic continuation of z , we define theG r K
numbers b , g , d , m , and h , byk , N k , N k , N k , N k
 .Ny3 r2 Nr2y1
2 2 2 kl q j s b l , N even ) 2 b ' 1 , 3.20 .  . .  k , N 0, 2
js1r2 ks0
Nr4y1 Nr2y2
22 2 2 kl q j s g l , N s 8, 12, . . . g ' 1 , 3.21 .  . .  k , N 0, 4
js1 ks0
Nr4y1 Nr2y1
22 2 2 kl q j s d l , N s 6, 10, . . . d ' 1 , 3.22 .  . .  k , N 0, 2
js1r2 ks0
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 .Ny6 r4 Nr2y1
222 2 2 2 kl q N y 2 r4 l q j s m l , . .  .  k , N
js1r2 ks0
N s 8, 12, . . . m ' 1r4 , 3.23 .  .0, 4
2 2 781 49 25 9 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 kl q l q l q l q l q s h l . k /  /  /  /  /4 4 4 4 4 ks0
3.24 .
 .  .We now use these definitions as well as Eqs. 3.4 ] 3.5 and the
 .  .  .identities 3.14 ] 3.15 with l ª yl in the integral representation of
 .z , Eq. 2.15 . The integrals containing only algebraic functions can beG r K
computed for Re z ) Nr2 by using
q` 1 m mny1my1 2x 1 q x dx s B , 1 y n y , .H  /2 2 20
m
Re m ) 0, Re n q - 1, 3.25 . /2
 .  .  .  .  wwhere B x, y s G x G y rG x q y is the Euler beta function see 7,
x. 3.251.2, p. 295 . One can easily check that the conditions Re m ) 0,
 . .Re n q mr2 - 1 are always satisfied if Re z ) Nr2.
The final form of z is as follows.G r K
N .For GrK s H C , N s 4, 8, 12, . . . ,
Nr2y21
2 kq4y2 zz z s g r B k q 2, z y k y 2 .  .G r K k , NNr2 4p G Nr2 .  . ks0
q` 2 kq3l dl
y4 . 3.26 .H z2pl 2 2 50 1 y e l q r .  .
For the remaining GrK
Nr2y11
2 kq2y2 zz z s n r B k q 1, z y k y 1 .  .G r K k , NNr2 4p G Nr2 .  . ks0
q` 2 kq1l dl
y4 , 3.27 .H z2pl 2 2 50 1 q e l q r .  .
where the numbers n equal b , d , m , and h , for GrK sk , N k , N k , N k , N k
N .  . N .  . N .H R N s 2, 4, 6, . . . , GrK s H C N s 6, 10, . . . , GrK s H H
 . 16 .N s 8, 12, . . . , and GrK s H Cay , respectively.
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 .  .The integral terms in 3.26 ] 3.27 are analytic ;z. The terms containing
the beta functions can be continued to meromorphic functions with simple
 .poles on the real line. It is easy to see that z z carries only a finiteG r K
number of poles at
N
z s 1, 2, . . . , , 3.28 .
2
 .i.e., at the same values 1.5 as for the zeta function of a compact,
even-dimensional manifold.
 .It can easily be proved that K x , x , t admits an asymptoticG r K 0 0
expansion for t ª 0q of the form
q`
yNr2 G r K . n qK x , x , t ; 4p t a t , t ª 0 , 3.29 .  .  .G r K 0 0 n
ns0
 .and that the residues of z z at z s Nr2 y n are related to theG r K n
coefficients aG r K . byn
aG r K . Nn
<res z z s , n s 0, 1, . . . , y 1, . zG r K n Nr2 24p G Nr2 y n .  .
3.30 .
 .  .in analogy with 1.6 . Moreover, it is easy to see that the values of z zG r K
for z a negative integer or zero are related to the aG r K . by a formulan
 .similar to 1.8 , i.e.,
n yNr2 G r K .z yn s y1 n! 4p a , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 3.31 .  .  .  .G r K nqNr2
 G r K .  .  . .The coefficients a can then be easily calculated from 3.26 ] 3.27 .n
 .We can now go back to 3.17 and discuss the meromorphic structure of
 .z . As the integral over g is analytic, it follows from 3.17 that zUr K Ur K
 .carries the same poles 3.28 as z , in agreement with the general resultG r K
 .1.5 of Minakshisundaram and Pleijel.
 .  .Notice that the functions a x defined in 1.1 are constant for M sn
 .  .UrK, since K x, x, t s K x , x , t as a consequence of homo-Ur K Ur K 0 0
 .geneity. Therefore from 1.2 we have
uUr K . s V aUr K . . 3.32 .n Ur K n
 .  .   .  .  .It then follows from 3.17 and 3.19 using Eqs. 1.6 , 1.8 , 3.30 , and
 .. G r K .3.31 that the coefficients a are related to the ones on UrK byn
nUr K . G r K .a s y1 a , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 3.33 .  .n n
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w xThis relation, known as the proportionality principle, was established in 3
in the more general case of vector bundles over symmetric spaces.
 .A simple way to understand 3.33 is to observe that, from dimensional
analysis, the invariants a are polynomials in the curvature and itsn
.covariant derivatives which are homogeneous of order 2n in the deriva-
 w x.tives of the metric see 3 . For symmetric spaces the covariant derivatives
of the curvature vanish, and the curvature changes sign when going from
 .n  .UrK to GrK. This explains the term y1 in 3.33 . Let us prove Eq.
 .  .3.33 for n s Nr2. Notice that for z s 0 unlike for the negative integers
 .the contribution of the integral over g in 3.17 does not vanish. Indeed,
 .for z s 0 the contour g in 3.17 can be deformed to a circumference of
radius e going clockwise around the simple pole at l s ir. The contribu-
 .tion to z 0 is easily evaluated and we find
Nr2
z 0 s y1 V z 0 y 1. .  .  .Ur K Ur K G r K
 .   . .This agrees with the first Eq. in 1.8 and we see using 3.31 for n s 0
Ur K .  .Nr2 G r K .that u s y1 V a , as wanted.Nr2 Ur K Nr2
4. THE ODD-DIMENSIONAL CASE
 .In this section we take N odd G 3 and UrK simply connected. Then
N N .necessarily UrK s S , with noncompact dual space GrK s H R .
N .The Plancherel measure on H R , N odd, is purely polynomial. From
 .  .  .  .2.4 ] 2.5 we find m l s p p l , where
 .Ny3 r21
2 2p l s l q j , N s 3, 5, 7, . . . . 4.1 .  . .2Ny2 js02 G Nr2 .
 .In order to relate z to z we consider, instead of 3.1 , theUr K G r K
integral
m l coth pl dl .  .
I s , 4.2 .E z2 2G yl y r .
where Re z ) Nr2 and G is the same contour of Fig. 1 with R satisfying
 ..  .  .3.2 . It is easy to see that the function m l coth pl has simple poles
 .given again by 2.6 and is otherwise analytic in the l-plane. By calculating
the residues at these poles we find
<res m l coth pl s p ir d , 4.3 .  .  .  .lsinqr . n
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 .where the d are the degeneracies of the Laplacian on UrK given by 2.8 .n
 .  .A simple calculation using 4.1 gives a formula similar to 3.13
y1r
p ir s y1 p c V , 4.4 .  .  .N Ur K
 .  .where V and c are given by 2.12 and 2.13 .Ur K N
 .  .As p l is even, the integrand in 4.2 is an odd function of l and
therefore the integral over the real line now vanishes. By applying the
theorem of residues we obtain in the limit R ª `
1 m l coth pl dl .  .r ip zz z s yi y1 e c V . 4.5 .  .  .H zUr K N Ur K 2 22 g l q r .
 .We now use the identity 3.15 in the integral over g . The contribution of
 .  .the term ``y1'' in 3.15 can be related to z z in the following way.G r K
 .  2Consider for Re z ) Nr2 the integral over G of the function p l r l q
2 . z  .r . Since p l is even and the integrand is analytic inside the contour G
we find
q`p l dl p l dl .  .
s y2 . 4.6 .H Hz z2 2 2 2g 0l q r l q r .  .
 .  .  .  .Using Eqs. 4.4 , 3.15 , and 4.6 in 4.5 we obtain
r ip zz z s yi y1 e V .  .Ur K Ur K
=
p l dl .
z z q p c , 4.7 .  .H zG r K N y2pl 2 2 /g 1 y e l q r .  .
 .  .where z z is defined in 2.15 . The second term in the right-hand sideG r K
 .  .  . of 4.7 is analytic ;z and may be identified with F z in 1.9 . Notice that
 . r ip z ip  zyNr2. .yi y1 e s e . Again for Re z - 0 the integral over g can be
 .  .contracted to yield a result similar to 3.18 and 3.19 . More precisely the
 .contribution of the integral over g in 4.7 for Re z - 0 is given by
 .  . y2 p i r3.18 ] 3.19 , with the lower sign in " and with e s 1. Again this
contribution vanishes for z s y1, y2, . . . .
In order to find the analytic continuation of z we define theG r K
numbers a byk , N
 .  .Ny3 r2 Ny1 r2
2 2 2 kl q j s a l , N G 3. 4.8 . .  k , N
js0 ks1
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 .  .  .Using this definition and Eqs. 4.1 , 3.25 , the integration in 2.15 can
be carried out explicitly for Re z ) Nr2, with the result
 .Ny1 r21
2 kq1y2 zz z s a r . G r K k , NNr24p G Nr2 .  . ks1
=
1 1
B k q , z y k y . 4.9 . /2 2
 .From this equation we see that z z can be continued to a meromor-G r K
 .phic function with simple poles given precisely by 1.4 . Again the residues
at these poles can be easily shown to be related to the coefficients aG r K .n
 .  .in the asymptotic expansion 3.29 of the heat kernel by Eq. 3.30 . In place
 .of 3.31 , we now have
z yn s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 4.10 .  .G r K
 .Going back to 4.7 we see that the compact zeta function z carriesUr K
the same poles as z , again in agreement with theG r K
 .  .  .Minakshisundaram]Pleijel result 1.4 . The results 3.32 and 3.33 are
 .again valid because from 4.7 we have
n
< <res z z s y1 V res z z , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .  .  .Nr2yn Nr2ynUr K Ur K G r K
 .  .In view of 4.10 , and remembering that the integral over g in 4.7
 .vanishes if z is a negative integer, we verify that z z satisfies theUr K
 .second equation in 1.7 . For z s 0 the integrand in the second term in the
 .right-hand side of 4.7 has a simple pole at l s ir. The contour g can be
  ..replaced by a loop around this pole and we obtain using 4.4
r
z 0 s yi y1 V p c = yip ir s y1, .  .  .Ur K Ur K N
 .in complete agreement with the first equation in 1.7 .
 .  .  .Notice that Eqs. 3.17 and 4.7 can both be written as in 1.9 , with
 .F z given by
p l dl .
ip  zyNr2.F z s e p c V . 4.11 .  .H zN Ur K 2 rq1 y2pl 2 2g 1 q y1 e l q r .  .
 . NIndeed from Table I and 2.2 we see that r is integer for S , N odd, and
N .for P C , N s 4, 8 . . . , and it is half-odd-integer for the remaining spaces.
 .  .The function p l in 4.11 is the polynomial part of the Plancherel
 .  .  .measure on GrK, defined in Eqs. 3.6 ] 3.10 and 4.1 .
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5. ANOTHER ANALYTIC CONTINUATION OF zUr K
 .In this section we give an equivalent analytic continuation of z zUr K
in terms of sums of Riemann zeta functions. We require UrK simply
connected.
 .  .  .From Eq. 2.7 and the explicit expressions of m l given in Eqs. 3.4 ,
 .  .  .  .3.5 , 3.6 ] 3.10 and 4.1 , we can express the degeneracies d of then
 .Laplacian on UrK as polynomials in the variable n q r . Using also the
 .  .  .definitions 3.20 ] 3.24 and 4.8 we obtain the following results.
N  .S , N odd G 3, r s N y 1 r2,
ry12 2 2d s n q r y j .n N y 1 ! . js0
rq1 ry12 y1 . k 2 kq2s y1 a n q r ; 5.1 .  .  . kq1, NN y 1 ! . ks0
N  .S , N even, r s N y 1 r2,
ry12 n q r . 2 2d s n q r y j .n N y 1 ! . js1r2
ry1r2 ry1r22 y1 . k 2 kq1s y1 b n q r 5.2 .  .  . k , NN y 1 ! . ks0
 .product omitted for N s 2 ;
N .P C , r s Nr4, N s 4, 8, . . . ,
3 ry12 n q r . 22 2d s n q r y j .n Nr2 y 1 ! Nr2 ! .  . js1
2 ry22 k 2 kq3s y1 g n q r 5.3 .  .  . k , NNr2 y 1 ! Nr2 ! .  . ks0
 .product omitted for N s 4 ;
N .P C , r s Nr4, N s 6, 10, . . . ,
ry12 n q r . 22 2d s n q r y j .n Nr2 y 1 ! Nr2 ! .  . js1r2
2 ry12 k 2 kq1s y1 d n q r ; 5.4 .  .  . k , NNr2 y 1 ! Nr2 ! .  . ks0
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N .  .P H , r s N q 2 r4, N s 8, 12, . . . ,
2 2 ry22 n q r n q r y r y 1 .  .  . 22 2d s n q r y j .n Nr2 y 1 ! Nr2 q 1 ! .  . js1r2
2 ry2y2 k 2 kq1s y1 m n q r ; 5.5 .  .  . k , NNr2 y 1 ! Nr2 q 1 ! .  . ks0
16  .P Cay , r s 11r2,
3r2 9r2n q r . 22 22 2d s n q r y j n q r y j .  . n 11!420 js1r2 js5r2
7y1 k 2 kq1s y1 h n q r . 5.6 .  .  . k11!420 ks0
 .These formulas for d are of course equivalent to 2.8 . We shall writen
them in unified form as
g
k 2 kqfd s A y1 n n q r , 5.7 .  .  .n N k , N
ks0
 .  .where the A are the coefficients multiplying the sums over k in 5.1 ] 5.6 ,N
n denotes the coefficients a , b , g , d , m , and h ,k , N kq1, N k , N k , N k , n k , N k
respectively, g takes the values r y 1, r y 1r2, 2 r y 2, 2 r y 1, 2 r y 2,
N  . N .  .and 7, respectively, and f is 2 for S N odd , 3 for P C N s 4, 8, . . .
and 1 otherwise.
 .  .When we insert 5.7 in 2.14 we obtain
2 kqfg ` n q r .k
z z s A y1 n .  .  zUr K N k , N 2 2ks0 ns1 n q r y r .
yz2g ` rk 2 kqfy2 zs A y1 n n q r 1 y . .  . N k , N  /n q rks0 ns1
5.8 .
 .Since rr n q r - 1 we can use the binomial expansion
` jG z q j x .yz
1 y x s .  j!G z .js0
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 .for the term in square brackets in 5.8 . Because of uniform convergence
 .of the binomial series, we can exchange in 5.8 the sum over n with the
sum over j. The result is
z z .Ur K
g 2 j` G z q j r .ks A y1 n z 2 z q 2 j y 2k y f , r q 1 , .  . N k , N Rj!G z .ks0 js0
5.9 .
where
` 1
z z , q s , Re z ) 1, .  zR n q q .ns0
 .  .is the generalized Riemann zeta function. It is well known that z z, qR
can be continued to a meromorphic function with z s 1 as the only
 .singular point. More precisely z z, q has a simple pole at z s 1 withR
 w x.residue equal to 1 see, e.g., 7, p. 1074 .
 .  .It is easy to see from 5.9 that z z extends to a meromorphicUr K
function with simple poles on the real line given precisely by Eqs.
 .  .  .1.4 ] 1.5 . The residues can be easily calculated from 5.9 and one can
 .  .check that they coincide with the values obtained from Eqs. 1.9 , 3.26 ,
 .  .3.27 , and 4.9 . For N odd one can verify the existence of ``trivial zeros''
 .of z at the negative integers, in agreement with Eq. 1.7 .Ur K
6. THE DOUBLY CONNECTED CASE
In this section we study the zeta function of the real projective spaces
 .  . N . N . NUrK s SO N q 1 rO N s P R . Since P R is obtained from S by
identifying the antipodal points, its diameter is pr2 and its volume is
 .V s V r2, where V is the volume of the N-sphere, given by 2.12 withN N
m s N y 1.b
 . N .Let as usual K x, y, t denote the heat kernel on UrK s P R .Ur K
 .  .Then K x , x, t is only a function of t and of d x , the RiemannianUr K 0
distance between x and the origin x . Put0
K d x , t ' K x , x , t . .  . .Ur K Ur K 0
Then it is easy to see that
K d x , t s K N d x , t q K N p y d x , t , 6.1 .  .  .  . .  .  .Ur K S S
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  . . NNwhere K d x , t is the heat kernel on S with one point at the origin,S
 .   .. Ngiven by 2.9 . Let f d x denote the spherical functions on S , given byn
 .the right-hand side of 2.11 with m s N y 1. From the propertyb
a, b. .  .n b, a. .P yz s y1 P z of the Jacobi polynomials it follows thatn n
n
f p y d x s y1 f d x . .  .  . .  .n n
 .From 6.1 we obtain
`1 n ytv nK d x , t s d 1 q y1 f d x e .  .  . .  .Ur K n nVN ns0
`1
yt v 2 ns d f d x e , . . 2 n 2 nV ns0
where d are the degeneracies of the Laplacian on S N.n
N .The zeta function of P R is then
` d2 n
z z s , 6.2 .  . zUr K 2 2ns1 2n q r y r .
 .where r s N y 1 r2.
6.1. N Odd
 .  .Let N be odd and let m l s p p l be the Plancherel measure on
N .  .  .H R given by 4.1 . In place of 4.2 we consider the following contour
integrals.
 .For r even N s 5, 9, 13, . . . we take
m l dl N .1
I s , Re z ) ,E z1 2 2 2G yl y r .
1 pl
m l s m l coth . 6.3 .  .  .1  /2 2
 .For r odd N s 3, 7, 11, . . . we take
m l dl N .2
I s , Re z ) ,E z2 2 2 2G yl y r .
1 pl
m l s m l tanh . 6.4 .  .  .2  /2 2
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  ..G is the same contour of Fig. 1 with R satisfying 3.2 . It is easy to see
 .  .   ..that for r even resp. r odd the function m l resp. m l is meromor-1 2
phic with simple poles on the imaginary axis at
l s "i 2n q r , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .
By calculating the residues at the ``upper'' poles we find in both cases
<res m l s p ir d , j s 1, 2, .  .i2 nqr .j 2 n
 .  .  .where p ir is given by 4.4 with V s V . This is similar to 4.3 inUr K N
view of the identity
1 pl 1 pl
coth pl s coth q tanh . .  /  /2 2 2 2
 .  .  .As p l is even, the integrands in 6.3 and 6.4 are odd functions of l
and the integrals over the real line vanish. By applying the residue
theorem we obtain in the limit R ª `
1 m l dl .jr ip zz z s yi y1 e c V . .  . H zUr K N N 2 22 g l q r .
 .  .  .We now use the identities 3.14 ] 3.15 with l ª lr2 in the integrals
 .  .  .over g . The contributions of the terms ``y1'' in 3.14 ] 3.15 satisfy 4.6 ,
and we obtain
r ip zz z s yi y1 e V .  .Ur K
=
p l dl .
Nz z q p c , . H zH R. N rq1 ypl 2 2 /g 1 q y1 e l q r .  .
6.5 .
 .  . N .Nwhere z z is the zeta function 2.15 on H R , given explicitly byH R.
 .4.9 .
 .  .From 6.5 we see that z carries poles given by 1.4 and it satisfiesUr K
 .1.7 . The residues at these poles are just half the corresponding residues
N  .  .on S , as expected from Eqs. 1.6 , 3.32 and from V s V r2.N
Notice that by using the identity
1 1 1
s . ,yp l y2pl 2 sinh pl1 " e 1 y e  .
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 .we can rewrite 6.5 as
1 i p l dl .
ip z
Nz z s z z y e p c V , 6.6 .  .  .H zUr K S N 2 22 2 g sinh pl l q r .  .
 . N  .Nwhere z z is the zeta function on S , N odd, given by 4.7 . EquationS
 .  .6.6 corresponds to writing the zeta function 6.2 as
n`1 d 1 q y1 .n
z z s .  zUr K 2 22 ns1 n q r y r .
n`1 1 y1 d . n
Ns z z q . 6.7 .  . zS 2 22 2 ns1 n q r y r .
 .The second term in the right-hand side of 6.6 gives then the analytic
 .continuation of the sum over n in 6.7 .
Finally we write down the formula for z in terms of Riemann zetaUr K
functions that one obtains by proceeding as in Section 5:
rq1 ry1y1 . k 2 kz z s y1 2 a .  .Ur K kq1, N2 zy3N y 1 !2 . ks0
=
2 j` G z q j rr2 .  .
z 2 z q 2 j y 2k y 2, 1 q rr2 . . Rj!G z .js0
6.8 .
6.2. N E¨en
 . N .Let N be even and let m l be the Plancherel measure on H R given
 .  .  .by Eqs. 3.5 ] 3.6 . We use Eq. 6.7 and look for the analytic continuation
of the sum over n there.
Consider the integral
m l dl N .Ä
I s , Re z ) ,E z2 2 2G yl y r .
p p l m l .  .
m l s s , 6.9 .  .Ä
cosh pl sinh pl .  .
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 .  .over the same contour G of Fig. 1. It is easy to see, using Eqs. 3.5 ] 3.6 ,
 .that the function m l is meromorphic with simple poles atÄ
l s "i n q r , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .
 .  .By calculating the residues from Eqs. 3.11 and 3.13 we find
ny1 d . n
<res m l s . .Ä inqr .
p c VN N
 .Now the integrand in 6.9 is an odd function of l and therefore the
integral over the real line vanishes. By applying the residue theorem we
obtain in the limit R ª `
n`1 y1 d i p l dl .  .n ip zs y e p c V . Hz zN2 2 222 2 g cosh pl l q r .  .ns1 n q r y r .
 .Inserting this result in 6.7 we obtain
1 i p l dl .
ip z
Nz z s z z y e p c V , 6.10 .  .  .H zUr K S N 2 22 2 g cosh pl l q r .  .
 .  .which is analogous to 6.6 . In order to obtain the analog of Eq. 6.5 we
 .  .Nsubstitute the expression for z z , given by Eq. 3.17 , in the right-handS
 .side of 6.10 . Then we combine the two terms containing the integral over
g and we use the identity
1 i 1
" s ,y2 pl ypl2 cosh pl1 q e 1 . ie .
to obtain
z z s eip  zyNr2.V .Ur K
=
p l dl .
Nz z q p c , . H zH R. N Nr2 ypl 2 2 /g 1 q i y1 e l q r .  .
6.11 .
 .  . N .Nwhere z z is the zeta function 2.15 on H R , N even, givenH R.
 .explicitly by 3.27 .
 .  .From 6.11 we verify that z carries poles given by 1.5 . Finally, theUr K
expression of z in terms of Riemann zeta functions analogous toUr K
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 ..6.8 is
ry1r2 ry1r2y1 . k 2 kz z s y1 2 b .  .Ur K k , N2 zy2N y 1 !2 . ks0
=
2 j` G z q j rr2 .  .
z 2 z q 2 j y 2k y 1, 1 q rr2 . . Rj!G z .js0
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